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General messages
• Social and technical innovations needed

– Including BE and GE – don’t throw BE under the bus

• OCD on gene flow a great obstacle to research 
and trade

• Technical innovations needed
– Trait-gene linkages and modulation system science
– Transformation-editing systems for diverse and 

recalcitrant species

• People are fearful -- will be hard, conflict ridden 
work  -- success by no means assured



Agenda
• The social context for gene editing in trees and 

forestry
– Breeding/management
– Public/ethics

• Gene editing 
– Market access
– Regulation

• Gene editing for mitigation of gene flow in 
eucalypts
– Target genes
– Research system
– Some results



GE trees: Diverse applications and biology

• Orchards/horticulture – clones, high value products
• Short rotation forestry plantations (agricultural, short 

harvest cycles, clones)
– Domesticate materials, intensify outputs, economize, 

reduced environmental impact
• Mixed stands, long rotations (use for special problems 

such as new diseases, rarely cloned)
– Douglas-fir in Oregon, Loblolly pine in the southeastern USA

• Preserves/wild stands
– For very special problems, conservation and restoration, 

such as Chestnut blight (if sustainable, acceptable, fundable)



Poplar in Oregon an example 
of ag-like forestry



Eucalypts in Brazil another example of ag-like 
forestry



Forests and sustainable intensification

Plantation forests occupy 5% of all forests and deliver 35% of industrial 
roundwood, usually with diversity preserves  

More yield = less potential impact on wild/conservation forests



American chestnut 
was an iconic, 
keystone forest tree 
in the USA 

It was extirpated as a 
forest tree by Chestnut 
Blight

Also subject of GE -- for 
restoration



Genetic diversity in wild trees large, but often hard 
to see – extensive genetic variation

Wild aspen stand 
– genetics 
obscure

Clonal rows of 
cottonwood –
genetics striking

Sometimes nature 
reveals its secrets –
wild aspen clones



Conventional breeding has powerful effects for 
quantitative (polygenic) improvement, now 
intensified by genomic selection

One generation of breeding Monterey pine in New Zealand
made striking changes in growth & form



Tree breeding works most of the time, 
but is slow, polygenic, gene-anonymous 

–
Can bioengineering (BE) 

or gene editing (GE) help?  



Looking back a bit to breakthroughs in  
tree bioengineering methods
• Due to long generation times, intolerance of 

inbreeding, and lack of genic science – Mendelian  
breeding was non-existent for forest trees

• Transformation capacity
– Leaf disc general plant transformation – 1984-85
– Poplar transformation and regeneration - 1987

• Antisense and RNAi
– Expression of single genes can be specifically modified 

for the first time – 1990s  
• Gene editing revolution

– Beyond ZFNs and TALENs – The CRISPR-Cas miracle 
age of today





Science great, but unclear potential for 
applications of BE/GE for forest trees  

The biotech world has 
shown much promise
• Herbicide tolerance
• Resistance against 

pests
• Flowering acceleration
• Resistance to abiotic 

stresses
• Fine tuned wood 

quality



Science great, but unclear potential for 
applications of BE/GE for forest trees  

The biotech world has 
shown much promise
• Herbicide tolerance
• Resistance against 

pests
• Flowering acceleration
• Resistance to abiotic 

stresses
• Fine tuned wood 

quality

The real world has 
big obstacles
• Knowledge
• Transformation
• Product/economics

• Ethics
• Market access
• Regulation



Ethics / public acceptance



One rude message for this naïve scientist….
Conference at Oxford in 1999 / Vandalism against lignin 
modified trees to “welcome” conferees, Euro-press attacks



“Eco” vandalism close to home

Oregon StateU Wash

Pacific Northwest (2001)



2015 vandalism 
against 
collaborating 
company in Brazil

March 5, 2015: 1,000 women 
of the Brazil Landless 
Workers' Movement (MST) 
vandalized 
Suzano/FuturaGene’s GE 
eucalypts greenhouse at 
Itapetininga, in São Paulo



Political forces hostile -- Major environmental groups 
promoting wild forests dislike or ignore GE trees 

“The possibility that the new genes spliced into GE trees will interfere 
with natural forests isn't a hypothetical risk but a certainty. …genetic 
engineering may do as much damage to forests and wildlife habitat as 
chain saws and sprawl.” (11/10/13)



People, their fears and their 
understanding scary for science



Social reception for genome editing 
scary



Public sentiment?  Survey results about gene editing 
in Japan are sobering 
(Prof. Masashi Tachikawa, Nagoya University, Japan)



General conclusions from focus groups in Japan 
(Tachikawa)



“Green” markets not expected to love 
gene editing?  The National Organic Standard 
Boards has banned gene editing technologies

“Every organic stakeholder is clear that 
genetic engineering is an imminent threat to 
organic integrity. Every effort must be made 
to protect that integrity,”



Messy and diverse global regulatory landscape for 
genome editing (Tachikawa, Japan)

Potentially large problems for trade, 
tracking, adventitious presence?



Market acceptance



Forest 
Stewardship 

Council

“…genetically 
modified trees 

are 
prohibited…”

Strict market barriers to BE trees in much 
of the world – like organic certification
Includes research applications



Forest health a major and growing concern



Use of GE trees for forest health: Big 
constraints 



Petition to encourage research 
exemption by certifiers



Workability of regulations: Gene flow 
and gene editing



Regulations that presume the method is a 
hazard until proven innocent makes field and 
adaptive research very difficult

October 2010 / Vol. 60 No. 9 • BioScience 729



Gene flow - Regulation and ethics a 
major obstacle, especially for trees
• Wild/feral populations
• Record of invasiveness of many exotic trees/shrubs  
• Keystone species / Large role in providing 

ecosystem services
• Long distance pollen and/or seed movement
• Limited domestication
• Scientific uncertainty - Introgression experiments 

costly or impossible to do, models speculative
• Public view of forests as natural or wild: 

“contamination, impurity”



Poplar pollen and seed dispersal



The gene flow problem

Juvenile trees workable, but when 
research moves beyond juvenile, 
“boutique” research phase – very hard 
to completely isolate GE trees from 
wild or feral populations

Can society get beyond this and allow 
BE or GE adaptive research? 



Example of RNAi-lignin-modified trees valued for 
ethanolic biofuels (Boerjan et al, Belgium) 
Needs extensive adaptive, field research to get right



Gene editing for genetic containment
• Socially mandated?  
• Important for novel, risky applications

– Advanced gene editing and synthetic biology
– High value exotic species

• Many sterility options 
– Ploidy modification to BE to GE
– Most are leaky, unreliable

• Focus on bisexual and permanent sterility for 
vegetatively propagated species
– Take a great clone/variety, tweak with BE and GE, contain 

with GE
• Focus on floral developmental genes: LEAFY and 

AGAMOUS



Strong lfy mutants appear to have no 
flowers

Parcy et al. 2002; Moyroud et al. 2010

Snapdragon         Arabidopsis       Petunia 

lfy mutants

WT



Though well studied for floral biology, 
the full biological role of LFY unknown
• Discovery studies did not have significant 

analysis of vegetative/productivity effects
– An absence of studies of gene mutation/knock-out 

in the field

• No studies in the very divergent floral types of 
important forest tree taxa
– Often parts of gene families

• Found to have vegetative as well as floral 
expression
– Meristematic vegetative cell expression



Eucalyptus LFY vegetative expression



4 ha field trial of RNAi approaches in 
Oregon – LFY, AG and other genes

Summer 2016



Sterility, normal growth of 
LEAFY-RNAi poplars

Control LFY Control LFY

3-12-14

Klocko et al. 2016, 
Nature Biotechnology



June 2017

Clone 353 male Clone 6K10 femaleClone 717 female

Two other LFY-RNAi poplar clones tested: NADA



Eucalypt RNAi-LFY also tested in a field trial: NADA



Eucalypt LFY CRISPR knock-outs
• Gene mutation/deletion the strongest and 

most stable form of genetic containment
– Regulator and public confidence in containment? 

The 
miracle 
we have 
been 
waiting 
for? 



Eucalypt LFY CRISPR methods
• Created single- and two-sgRNA constructs
• Transformed into wild type and also into early 

flowering E. urophylla x grandis hybrid
• Conducted allele-specific target PCR followed 

by gel isolation and sequencing
– High knock out and deletion rate:  97% of 

transgenic events (indels and also larger 
deletions)

• Examined in greenhouse
for growth rate and 
flowering/sterility



Early flowering in eucalypts to speed 
phenotyping anthers

Pollen grains

ovules
style



Constructs employed

pK2GW7

sgRNA 1AtU6-26

LB RBnptII

sgRNA 2 hCas9AtU6-26 2x35S tnos

pK2GW7
LB RBnptII

hCas92x35S tnos
Control

CRISPR



CRISPR pipeline



No detectable effects of LFY knockout on 
non-FT vegetative growth in greenhouse



Knockouts in early flowering genotypes had no 
stamens or carpels, shoots partially indeterminate

Control CRISPR

Control

CRISPR



Knockout buds devoid of floral organs



Knockouts have near absence of 
expression of floral organ identity 
gene homologs
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All KOs had very high LFY RNA
expression
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Key results – LFY CRISPR in Eucalyptus
• Nearly 100% knockout rate
• Flower buds devoid of reproductive structures
• Partially indeterminate inflorescences
• No detectable vegetative effects
• Work underway 

– Test efficiency of transient expression methods for 
“clean” knock-outs in eucalypts

– To study genome scale off-target rate under 
continuous Cas9-sgRNA expression

– To create system for developmentally triggered 
CRISPR excision



Sterility genes are tools – to be used 
with discretion and management and 
careful communication, or not at all

2017 Tansley Review



General messages
• Social and technical innovations needed

– Including BE and GE – don’t throw BE under the bus

• OCD on gene flow a great obstacle to research and 
trade

• Technical innovations needed
– Trait-gene linkages and modulation system science
– Transformation-editing systems for diverse and 

recalcitrant species

• People are fearful -- will be hard, conflict ridden 
work  -- success by no means assured
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